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This paper is concerned with the following open problem. Is every directly linite, 
regular right self-injective ring necessarily left self-injective [2, Open problem 14]? 
This problem is 21 years old and came from J.-E. Roos [8]. We solve in the 
negative by giving an example. In the example, we construct a simple regular sub- 
ring of the rank metric completion of a direct limit of a sequence of matrix rings 
over a field. Moreover the maximal right quotient ring of this simple regular ring 
is directly finite and not left self-injective. This result was announced in [6] without 
proof. 6 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All rings in this paper are associative with unit and ring homomorphisms 
are assumed to preserve the unit. A ring R is said to be directly finite if 
xy = 1 implies yx = 1 for all x, y E R. Regular rings mean von Neumann 
regular rings. Regular rings are said to be abelian regular if all idempotents 
are central. For a ring R, we use B(R) to denote the set of central 
idempotents in R. We note that B(R) is a Boolean algebra in which 
evf=e+f-eLeAf=eJ: 
A rank function on a regular ring R is a map N: R + [0, l] satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(a) N(l)= 1, 
(b) N(xy)dN(x) and N(xy)<N(y) for all x, YER, 
(c) N(e +f) = N(e) + N(f) for all orthogonal idempotents e, f~ R, 
(d) N(x) > 0 for all nonzero x E R. 
If R is a regular ring with a rank function N, then 6(x, y) = N(x - y) 
defines a metric on R, this metric 6 is called N-metric or rank metric, and 
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the (Hausdorff ) completion of R with respect o 6 is a ring, which we call 
the N-completion of R. 
Let F be a field and set p(n) = 2” for all n. For every integer n > 0, 
we denote by Mpc,)(F) the ring of all 2” x 2” matrices over F. 
We use (E~‘}Z,“,=, to denote the matrix units of M,,,,(F). Let 
(in : Mm(F) --t Mpcn + I) (F) be the F-algebra homomorphism induced by 
v, n (EW) = E’lf 1) B 2, 1, lj- 1 + EC,&“; e.g., 
(a 0 b 01 
We use S to denote the direct limit of sequence Mpcl,(F) -% M,&F) -% 
Mpc3,(F) -% . . . . By CD, we denote the standard map from M,,,,(F) to S. 
Put et’ = @,(I?:‘) for all 1~ i, j < 2” and n. Then {eF))yj=, are matrix 
units of S and satisfy 
e(“’ = e’l+ 1) 
rl 2r- l,Zj- I + &i,ijl) for all 1 < i, j < 2” and n. (1) 
j, ef)= 1 for all n. (2) 
e!Y)rg) = 
i 
eit’ if j=h 
rl 0 if j#h. (3) 
There exists a rank function N on S such that N(eil’) = l/2” for all 
1~ i< 2” and n, and N(@,(A)) = r(A)/2” for every A E M,,,,(F), where r(A) 
denotes the rank of a matrix A. So we obtain 
S is a directly finite simple regular ring with a rank function N. (4) 
Let S be the N-completion of S. From [2, Theorem 19.71, we get 
S is a directly finite right and left self-injective simple regular 
ring. (5) 
The natural map S + S is a monomorphism (see [2]). (6) 
Hence we consider the ring S as a suring of S. Modifying the proof of [3, 
Example (e)], we note that 
The maximal right quotient ring of S is directly infinite. (7) 
We denote by T the F-subalgebra of S generated by { {eir)} y= l};C 1. 
Then T is a strongly regular ring with a rank function N. Let T be the 
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N-completion of T. From Proposition 9.9 and Theorem 19.7 of [2], we 
obtain 
B(T) is complete as Boolean algebra. (8) 
Since T is strongly regular, we obtain the following from [2, Proof of 
Theorem 19.61. 
T is abelian regular. (9) 
From [Z, Lemma 19.51, we have 
The Boolean ring B(T) is the completion of B(T) in the 
N-metric. (10) 
Let To be the F-subalgebra of T generated by B(T). Then, for n = 1,2, . . . 
let R, be the subring of 3 generated by To and {e$‘) (i, j= 1,2, . . . . p(n)}. In 
the rest of this paper except Lemma 1, R denotes the subring of 3 which 
is the direct union of the subrings R,, and we consider only this ring R and 
prove only the following Theorem. 
THEOREM. Let R be the ring as above. Then the maximal right quotient 
ring Q of R is a directly finite simple regular ring but not left self-injective. 
The maximal left quotient ring of Q is equal to the ring 3. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
The following proof is a revised version of the original proof according 
to the useful advice of Professor K. R. Goodearl. The author expresses his 
thanks to Professor K. R. Goodearl for reading the long and complicated 
original paper and sending him useful and kind advice. 
We prove the above Theorem by the following lemmas and propositions. 
We start with the following lemma for a general regular ring. 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a regular ring with a rank function N, let T, be an 
abelian regular subring of R such that B(T,) is complete as a lattice, and 
assume that 
(a) sup{N(x) (x E I} = 1 for all essential ideals Z of T,, 
(b) for each nonzero x E R, there exists a E R and f E B( T,) such that 
xa=xaf #O andf =fxa. 
Then sup { N( x ) 1 x E J> = 1 for all essential right ideals J of R. 
Proof Suppose that sup{N(x)lx~ J} -C 1. We construct nonzero 
elements ycr E J and idempotents g, E B( T,) for all countable ordinals c1 such 
that 
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0) y, = y, g, and g, = g, Y, for all a, 
(ii) g, y, = 0 for all a < p, 
(iii) the right ideals y,R are independent. 
There exist y, and g, by hypothesis (b). 
Now let y be a countable ordinal such that y, and g, have been 
constructed for all ady. By (i), N(y,)=N(g,). Also g,g@= g,gbyB= 
gDg, ya=O for all a < /I by (ii), and so the idempotents g, are pairwise 
orthogonal. Now from (iii), 
J, N&J = c NY,)= sup W)lx~ c OY$ 
U<Y 1 E<Y I 
<sup{N(x)IxEJ} < 1. 
Set g=Vacy g, in B( T,). Since T,, is abelian, x:, < y @ g, 7’, G, gT,. But 
sup 
i 
N(X)IXE 1 O&T, = 1 Ng,)<l 
a<Y 1 a<)’ 
and so by hypothesis (a), Cacy 0 g, r,, cannot be an essential ideal of To. 
Therefore g # 1. 
Since 1-g#Oand J&R,, wehave Jn(l-g)R#O.Usinghypothesis 
(b), there exist a nonzero element yY E Jn (1 - g)R and an idempotent 
g, E B( T,) such that y, = yv g, and g, = g, y,. Also, for a < y we have 
g, yy = g, gy, = 0. Now we must show that the right ideals y, R for a < y 
are independent. Consider a( 1) < . . . < a(n) < y and rr, . . . . r,,, r E R such 
that ~,(~)r, + ... + ya(,,)rn+ y,r=O. Since g,(r,ys=O for a(1) -=~fl, we have 
0 = gacl) ycr(l)rl = gorcl)rl and hence car, = yacl) gacl)rl = 0. Similarly, 
ygcijri = 0 for i = 2, . . . . n, and then y,r = 0 as well. Thus the right ideals y, R 
for a < y are independent. 
The induction is now established. Consequently, the right ideals y,R, for 
all countable ordinals a, form an uncountable independent family of 
nonzero right ideals of R. However, since R has a rank function, this is 
impossible [2, Proposition 16.111. 
Therefore sup(N(x) ( x E J} = 1. 
Let f~ B(T) be an idempotent with feiy) = f and let {f, E B(T) > be a 
Cauchy sequence with f = lim f, and f, = ejltf, for fixed i and all t. Since 
N(a) 2 iV(e,!l!)ae~‘) > N(e~)ej~)ue~)e$)) = N(a) for every a E eil)Sej”), we 
have N(a) = N(ejl)aer)) for each i and a~e$)Se~~). So (ejrtf,e$‘)} is a 
Cauchy sequence in B(T) for every j, and lim, e$lf,eF’ = lim ejr’g,e$’ holds 
for every Cauchy sequence (g,) with lim g, = $ We use f(n, i, j) to denote 
the element lim ejy)f,eg) in B(T). For every k, j < p(n), the followings hold 
for each idempotent f = fei:’ E B( T): 
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(a) ec?lfeFJ =f(n, i, j) =f‘(n, i, j) e$‘, 
(b) f:jJ) = e),!)f(n, i, j), ej,!‘lf=f‘(n, i, j) ej:“, 
(cl {fh i, A>(6 .L k) =fh 6 k), 
(d) f(n, i, j) g(n, i, j) = 0 for g = gej:” E B(T) with gf‘= 0. 
We use ej”’ to denote the matrix unit ei,?. 
LEMMA 2. Let R, R, be the rings introduced above. Then R, = 
MpC,,,(e’,?)TO), so R and R, are regular rings. 
Proof: Each element aE TO can be written a = Cfinlte cc,fi for some 
mutually orthogonal idempotents {ft~ B(T)} and some {E,EF}. So from 
the above (c), e~‘ae~~’ =C, a,f,(n, i, 1) induce an isomorphism from ej,!‘T, 
to ei;‘T 0. By the above (b), each element XE R, can be written 
x = c[y? I ejl”)aU for some elements aiiE e$‘T,. For every matrix 
[a01 EM,,(,,(ei;)T,), set O( [aii]) = C$‘??, e~){e$)aiie\:‘}. Then O( [aii]) = 
Cc:!? 1 {eIl)aVei:‘} e?’ f rom (c)and aG=C,a,f, (a,EF,ff,EB(T)). Then we 
obtain easily that 0: MpC,)(e(;l)To) + R, is a ring isomorphism. Since 
Mpcn,(e’;,)To) is a regular ring, so are R, and R. 
PROPOSITION 3. The maximal right quotient ring Q of the ring R is 
isomorphic to a subring of 3, so Q is directly finite. 
Proof: We show that for any nonzero x E R, there exist a E R and 
f E B( To) such that xa = xaf # 0 and f = fxa. We have x E R, for some n. 
Set t = min{ i 1 ej”‘x # 0, 1 < id p(n)} and ej”)x = c,!‘cj bjei,“) for bj E ej”)T,. 
Let f be an idempotent in ey’To such that fTo = c,?$‘j b,T,. Then 
f = c$‘/ bjcj for some CUE f To. If a = C,!‘pj e$“c,, then a = af and 
ej”‘xa = f # 0, so xa = xaf # 0 and fxa = fej”)xa =f: Thus R and B( To) 
satisfy (b) of Lemma 1. 
Since Tis complete in the N-metric, it follows from [2, Proposition 21.71 
that N is countably additive on iY From [2, Proposition 21.31, T satisfies 
(a) of Lemma 1. From B(T) = &To), To satisfies (a) of Lemma 1 and 
@To) is complete as a lattice. 
From Lemma 1 and [2, Corollary 21.191, we obtain the proposition. 
COROLLARY 4. Let Q be the maximal right quotient ring of the ring R 
and let Q* be the maximal left quotient ring of Q. Then Q is simple and Q* 
is isomorphic to the completion of S in the N-metric. 
ProoJ From SC R c Q E s, s is the N-completion of Q. If Q is not 
simple, then B(Q) # (0, 1 } by [2, Theorem 9.251, and so B(S) # (0, 1 }. 
But then S is not simple, which is a contradiction. From the proposition 
on page 1793 of [ll], Theorem 15 of [S], or Corollary21.14 of L-23 and 
[7], we obtain the latter half. 
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PROPOSITION 5. The maximal right quotient ring Q of the ring R is not 
left self-injective. 
ProoJ We will find an element b E S such that R n r. arm(b) = 0 and 
N(b) < 1. If there exists such an element b, then it follows from 
R n r. arm(b) = 0 that Q n r. arm(b) = 0. Suppose that b E Q. Since Q is 
directly finite, then b would be a unit in Q. Then N(b) = 1, which is a 
contradiction. Thus b 4 Q. Then we obtain from Corollary 4 that Q is not 
left self-injective. 
For n = 1, 2, . . . define elements f, and b, in Rz,+ I as 
q=l 
p(n) An + 1) 
bn=C c (2n+1) ~p(2n+l)-~p(n+l)+y,p(n+l)(y--l)+r~ 
q=l r=l 
Then f,,b, = b, and N(b,) = p(n)/p(2n + 1) = l/2”+ ‘. Also, when m < n we 
have 
4”-“(p(2m+1)-p(m))=22”-2”(22”+‘-2”)=22”+’-22”-” 
<22n+1_2n+t 
\ <p(2n+ 1)-p(n+ l)+ 1, 
and hence f,,, is orthogonal to f,. Therefore there exist an element b = 
C,“=, b,ES, andf,b=f,b,=b, f or all n. Also, N(b) d C,“=, N(b,) = l/2. 
Now consider any element x E R n r . arm(b). Then x E R, for some n, 
and b,x = f,bx = 0. Look at the form of b, and x as elements of R2n+ 1. 
First, 
D,l ... Dl,P@) 
x= 
D . DJw*(n) ’ p(n).1 . . 
where each D,, is a 2”+’ x 2”+’ diagonal matrix. Moreover, 
b,= 
0 0 0 
. . . 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
. . . 
0 0 0 
. 0 
. 0 
. 0 
. 0 
. 0 
. 1 
. 0 
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If D,, = diag(c,, c2, . . . . cpcn+ 1J) and i=p(2n+l)--(n+l)+q, then ith 
row of b,zx contains c,, c2, . . . . cpCn+,) in positions p(n+ l)(r- l)+ 
1 3 . . . . ~(n + 1 )r. Thus ci = . . . = cPCn +, ) = 0, and so D,, = 0. Therefore x = 0, 
which proves that R n r . arm(b) = 0. 
Remark. By the symmetric argument of the proof of the Theorem, we 
obtain that the maximal left quotient ring of R is not right self-injective. 
Thus we have the following diagram of mutually distinct simple regular 
rings of type IIf 
g= QI(Q,(W) = Q,@,(R)) 
/\ 
QI(R) Q,(R) 
\/ 
R= (S, B(T)) cs, 
where Q,(*) (resp. Qi(*)) is the maximal right (resp. left) quotient ring of 
a ring *. 
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